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Abstract. In general, the conductivity in chalcogenide glasses at higher temperatures
is dominated by band conduction (DC conduction). But, at lower temperatures, hopping conduction dominates over band conduction. A study at lower temperature can,
eventually, provide useful information about the conduction mechanism and the defect
states in the material. Therefore, the study of electrical properties of Ge x Se100−x in the
lower temperature region (room temperature) is interesting. Temperature and frequency
dependence of Gex Se100−x (x = 15, 20 and 25) have been studied over different range
of temperatures and frequencies. An agreement between experimental and theoretical
results suggested that the behaviour of germanium selenium system (Gex Se100−x ) have
been successfully explained by correlated barrier hopping (CBH) model.
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1. Introduction
Germanium selenium system exhibits properties, which are unusual, and possibly
unique, relative to other semiconductors. These unusual characters have obviously
added much flavour to stimulated study. Amorphous semiconductors from Sebased system such as Gex Se100−x have attracted much attention in recent years.
Gex Se100−x (x = 15, 20 and 25) is being actively investigated as high efficiency
semiconductors for xerography, switching and memory devices and reversible phase
change optical recording [1–3]. Exposure to light or heat that excites electron–hole
pairs produces structural changes in nearly all chalcogenide glasses. The results
change with atomic configuration, and a subsequent change in the physical properties such as structure, optical and electrical properties of the material [4,5].
Experimental data have been reported on the electrical conductivity and refractive index depending on the Ge content in the Gex Se100−x alloy prepared by
different techniques. According to Phillips et al [6], the glass forming ability with
x undergoes a minimum at x ≈ 50. Also, a maximum glass transition temperature
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has been observed at the stoichiometric composition, at x = 20 in glassy system
Gex Se100−x [7]. Optical properties of IV–VI compounds have also been studied by
many investigators [8–10].
This paper reports the temperature- and frequency-dependent conductivity of
Gex Se100−x . Calculations have been made using CBH model to obtain different
parameters.
2. Experimental detail
For the present work the glassy materials have been prepared by taking the constituent elements (99.999% pure) in the required atomic weight percentages. The
materials were then mixed together and the mixture was sealed in a quartz ampoule
(length ∼10 to 15 cm, diameter ∼1 cm) under a pressure of ∼10−5 Torr. These
ampoules were mounted in a furnace for heating. In the beginning, the temperature
of the furnace was raised slowly and kept constant at the melting temperature of
constituent elements (490 K for Se and 1210 K for Ge) for about 2 h. The temperature was then raised and maintained at about 50 K more than the highest melting
point of the constituents (1260 K) for about 24 h. The ampoules were immediately
cooled in liquid nitrogen, for the material to go into the glassy state. The glassy materials, in the form of ingots, were obtained by breaking the ampoules. Compressed
pellets are prepared by grinding the bulk-ingots into fine powder and compressing
the powder in a die under a hydraulic press (pressure 106 kg/m2 ). While making
compressed pellets, one must ensure that the powder is compressed to maximum
compaction so that there are no voids in the sample. To verify the amorphous
nature of glasses, X-ray diffraction (XRD) study on all samples was done (Philips
X-ray generator, model PW1729 along with a PW1710 diffractometer). No peaks
have been observed for the materials prepared by the above-mentioned techniques,
thereby confirming that the prepared materials are amorphous in nature. A threeterminal sample holder has been fabricated for the measurement of AC and DC
conductivity of the pellet-shaped samples. Provision has been made for measuring
the vacuum inside the sample holder. Besides that a thermocouple has been inserted inside the sample holder and is kept close to the sample for the measurement
of correct temperature. A built-in micrometer has been provided for the measurement of sample thickness. Cylindrical brass jacket has been used as outer cover
to provide excellent electromagnetic shielding. A low-temperature bath (Julabo F70 VC/K) has been used for controlling the temperature of the samples. Vacuum
pumping system (model VS-65D, H.H.V. India) has been used to achieve a vacuum,
up to 10−4 to 10−5 Torr inside the sample holder. A general radio bridge (Model
1615-A) was used for the measurements of frequency-dependent AC conductivity
and dielectric constant of the materials having large resistivity. The bridge consists of an audio oscillator (model 1311), a tuned amplifier (model 1232-A) and
a null detector, which permits balance to a resolution of one part in a million.
This bridge is designed for the precise measurements of capacitance and conductance. Its direct read-out system minimizes the reading errors and permits rapid
operation.
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3. Result and discussion
3.1 DC conductivity behaviour of amorphous Gex Se100−x
The measurements of DC conductivity in the case of amorphous semiconductors
have yielded valuable information about the transport mechanism. The majority
of amorphous semiconductors (chalcogenides and tetrahedrals, annealed at high
temperatures) show activated temperature dependence according to the relation
σ = σ0 exp(−∆E0 /kT ),

(1)

where ∆E0 and σ0 are the activation energy and pre-exponential factor respectively. These parameters are of significance to differentiate the various conduction
mechanisms.
The high value of ∆E0 (of the order of half the mobility gap) suggests that conduction occurs either in the extended states beyond the mobility edge or in the
localized states at the band edge. However, Mott has shown that the magnitude
of σ0 is about two to three orders higher for extended states compared to localized
states conduction. Most of the tetrahedral films, exhibit variable range hopping
conduction amongst the localized states near the Fermi level which helps in determining the density of localized states at the Fermi level. The effect of annealing
on DC conductivity also provides information about the charge transport. Figure
1 shows temperature dependence of DC conductivity for different compositions of
undoped Gex Se100−x (x = 15, 20 and 25) in the temperature range of 273–373 K.
It can be observed from this figure that the DC conductivity is singly activated in
the entire temperature range investigated. From the figure, it is evident that DC
conductivity decreases with decreasing temperature. The activation energies for
Ge15 Se85 , Ge20 Se80 and Ge25 Se75 are 0.93, 0.76 and 0.90 eV respectively.
3.2 AC conductivity behaviour of amorphous Gex Se100−x
The results of AC conductivity for Gex Se100−x system at different temperatures
and frequencies are shown in figures 2–4.

Figure 1. Temperature dependence of DC conductivity for different percentages of undoped Gex Se100−x .
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Figure 2. Log of AC conductivity vs. log of frequency for undoped
a-Ge15 Se85 .

Figure 3. Frequency dependence of AC conductivity at different temperatures for undoped a-Ge20 Se80 .

Figure 4. Log of AC conductivity vs. log of frequency for undoped
a-Ge25 Se75 .

From these figures it is clear that σAC = Aω s , where s is the frequency exponent
and A is a constant. The decrease in slope with increasing temperature clearly
indicates that the value of s decreases with increasing temperature for all samples.
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Figure 5. Temperature dependence of frequency exponent s for different
undoped samples of Gex Se100−x system (x = 15, 20, 25).

Using a modified correlated barrier hopping model (CBH) [11,12], the above
results can be easily explained. According to this model
σAC =

n 2
π N NP ε0 ωRω6 ,
24

(2)

where n is the number of polarons involved in the hopping process, Rω is the
hopping distance for the condition ωτ = 1 and is given by [11]
Rω =

4ne2
.
ε0 {ω + kT ln(ωτ0 )}

(3)

The value of frequency exponent s is calculated from eqs (2) and (3), and is equal
to
s=

d(ln σAC )
6kT
=1−
.
d(ln ω)
W − kT ln(1/ωτ0 )

(4)

N NP is given by
N NP = NT2 (for bipolaron hopping),

(5)

where NT is the number of density of states.
N NP = NT2 exp(−Ueff /2kT ) (for single polaron hopping).

(6)

In general, for an experimentally obtained conductivity we have
σ(ω) = σAC (b) + σAC (s) + σDC ,

(7)

where σAC (b) is the bipolaron hopping contribution, σAC (s) is the total single
polaron hopping contribution and σDC is the DC conductivity at that temperature. This model is the most widely accepted model to describe the approximately frequency independent behaviour of s. The temperature dependence of
s for Gex Se100−x (x = 15, 20 and 25) is given in figure 5. The figure indicates
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that with increasing percentage of Ge in the system, the value of s increases. The
value of s is correlated with the value of WM , the maximum barrier height through
the relation given by eq. (4). Therefore, an increase in the value of s predicts
an increase in value of WM . The temperature dependence of AC conductivity
for Gex Se100−x (x = 15, 20 and 25) is given in figures 6–8. The correlated barrier hopping (CBH) model has been used to get the best possible fits for these
graphs (calculations have been made using eq. (2) to calculate conductivity at
different temperatures and frequencies). Theoretically calculated values of AC conductivity are plotted along with experimental points in figures 6–8. The figures
clearly indicate that the theoretical calculations fit well with the experimental results for Ge15 Se85 . However, a small deviation from the experimental values has
been observed for Ge20 Se80 and Ge25 Se75 . Such a deviation can be attributed to the
presence of more ordered molecular structure [13] on enhancement of Ge content.

Figure 6. Temperature dependence of AC conductivity at (a) 5 kHz, (b) 10
kHz and (c) 20 kHz for a-Ge15 Se85 . ◦ Experimental,
bipolaron hopping,
- - - single polaron contribution,
sum of all.
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Table 1. Parameters used for CBH model fitting for undoped Gex Se100−x .

Glass

WM
(eV)

W1
(eV)

W2
(eV)

Ueff
(eV)

NT
(cm−3 )

Ge15 Se85
Ge20 Se80
Ge25 Se75

1.55
1.76
1.80

0.50
0.60
0.60

0.50
0.60
0.60

0.55
0.56
0.60

2.40 E18
7.00 E18
9.00 E18

Figure 7. Temperature dependence of AC conductivity at (a) 5 kHz, (b) 10
kHz and (c) 20 kHz for a-Ge20 Se80 . ◦ Experimental,
bipolaron hopping,
- - - single polaron Contribution,
sum of all.

The different values of parameters used for these calculations are given in table 1.
The table clearly indicates that the value of maximum barrier height WM as well
as the density of defect states NT increase with increase in Ge content. The value
of Ueff (correlation energy) is minimum for Ge15 Se85 and maximum for Ge25 Se75 .
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Figure 8. Temperature dependence of AC conductivity at (a) 5 kHz, (b) 10
kHz and (c) 20 kHz for a-Ge25 Se75 . ◦ Experimental,
bipolaron hopping,
- - - single polaron contribution,
sum of all.

4. Conclusion
The value of Ueff is known as a measure of the D 0 states and lower is the value of
Ueff , higher will be the number of D 0 states. The graphs (figures 6–8) which show
the theoretically calculated contributions from bipolaron hopping and single polaron
hopping clearly indicate that in the case of Ge15 Se85 the single polaron hopping
dominates over bipolaron hopping above a certain temperature only. However, in
the case of Ge20 Se80 and Ge25 Se75 , the bipolaron hopping dominates over single
polaron hoping in the studied temperature range. In fact the sharper decrease in the
value of frequency exponent s in the case of Ge15 Se85 (figure 5) can be attributed
to the dominance of single polaron hopping at higher temperatures which is not
the case for Ge20 Se80 and Ge25 Se75 .
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